
It's time to build something better!



FOS Technologies is proud to launch the new 

FOS Stage  combines strenght, durability, stability,  Line that

lightweight and total flexibility.  

CAPACITY
Loading according DIN 15921
Vertical: q=750kg/m²
Horizontal: q/20

STABILITY

2 times lower deflection



Compatibility - with other leading brands.
FOS Stages gives you full flexibility!

Shape improvement - angle on the outside compatible with Layher and
Nivtec beam without using any special adaptors.

Low storage costs - only 9cm stacking height

PROBLEM

Main systems on the market provide legs 48,3 round, 50x50 square, 60x60

square. Usualy to fit the leg corner you need to exchange pressure cube inside

the corner.

In addition the presure cube is really tiny that's why all force is going only to the

longer screw and this is not providing great stability.

SOLUTION

Our new pressure cube is universal for above legs 50x50sq, 60x60 sq, and

48,3 round. 

There is no need to exchange anything! To achive this we have extended our

corner. No matter what type of the leg we will use the pressure cube is always 

staying inside of the corner profile to give max stability.

Standard
pressure cube

FOS Stage
pressure cube
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60x60 profile

Screw with self locking
nut to fasten the leg
after positioning

Solid grey rubber
protect the floor

Height scale
for convenient use

Handy cnob
enables easy and
fluent regulation

Profil 60x60



Different step modules can be 

used separately or together for 

several stage heights

Handrail for modular stairs, assembled on two adjacent steps

FS-M20

Modular stair step 20cm

FS-M40

Modular stair step 0cm4

FS-M60

Modular stair step 0cm6

FS-M80

Modular stair step 0cm8 Modular stair  s handrail

Easy connection
between step
modules

Universal attachment
to the stage deck
for all step modules 

Easy connection
between adjactent
handrails improves
stability

Fast connection
to the step modulesDirect connection

to the stage deck



FS-AS-2

2 step adjustable stair 

40-60cm 

FS-AS-4

4 step adjustable stair 

6 100- 0cm 

FS-AS-5

5 step adjustable stair 

80 14- 0cm 

FS-AS-7

7 step adjustable stair 

100 18- 0cm 

FS-ASH-L

Adjustable stair handrair left 

FS-ASH-R

Adjustable stair handrair right

Adjustable stair handrails are universal 

for 4, 5 and 7 step handrails.

Adjustable steps
for fluent height
regulation

Easy assembly
to FOS stage 750 deck

Universal handrail
suitable for adjustable
stairs with 4,5 and
7 steps



2m and 1m steel handrails for stage decks, galvanized or with 

black powder coating.

For standard use with no public access (30kg/m).

Other lenghts on request.

Standard handrails

FS -H0.5

Stage handrail 0,5m

FS -H1.0

Stage handrail , m1 0

FS -H2.0

Stage handrail , m2 0

Easy and stable
2-point connection.
Attractive design

Built in attachment to the
stage deck, no additional
assemblys clamp required



We have designed our stage deck series in order to minimalize the quantity of accessories which are needed to 

build the stage. You need only 4 loose connection accessories to build a whole stage system. It makes your 

assembly much easier and saves your time.

  Leg clamp4

Steel clamp for connection 

between  adjacent4

 stage legs

Leveling insert

Leveling insert to keep 

adjacent decks on the same 

level on an uneven ground

FTT – deck trolley

Transport trolley enables to carry up to 15 pcs of 2x1m 

FOS stage 750 deck

FDT – door transport trolley

Transport trolley for up to 6 pcs of 

FOS stage 750 decks in vertical position

Deck 2 Deck clamp

Connection clamp to connect 

two adjacent stage decks.

Recommended 

quantities – 2 pcs for

 2m connection side and 

1 pcs for 1m side.

 2 Leg clamp

Steel clamp for connection 

between 2 adjacent

 stage legs


